[Spike transmission in statistical neuronal ensembles. IVa. Stating the problem in a diffusion approximation].
An area of tissue in the field CA3 of the Hippocampus has been selected controled by a basket cell. The functioning of the basket cell has been described by a point approximation method forthe transport equation, and that of the ensemble of pyramidal cells by a diffusion approximation one. Furthermore, the area of tissue is broken up into N2 of "cells" wherein a transition is effected from the diffusion equation of the N2 of the point equations involved. If the sizes of "cells" are commeasurable to the diffusional length of the pyramidal cell collaterals each "cells" being relatively independent generator of activity. In the latter case the fundamental interaction type is the mutual negative influence of the "cells" through the basket cell. Should the area be broken up into further, the mutual influence of the "cells" becomes noticeable and cannot be neglected. The behaviour of spatially homogenous diffusion approximation model is equivalent of the point approximation model.